Well-specified feature detection models of visual character recognition typically assume feature sampling independence; that is, they assume that the detection of one feature is probabilistically independent of the detection of others. Recent results have suggested this assumption may be suspect with letter-like stimuli. The present study utilized very simple stimuli consisting of up to two straight-line segments that were either physically connected or separated by a gap. A strong model that assumed that features are reported if and only if they are sampled together with independence could not be rejected even when the lines were connected.
In all of cognitive psychology, it would be difficult to find a more ubiquitous concept than that of "feature." It has been particularly important in perceptual disciplines due, perhaps, to the hallmark physiological papers by Hubel and Wiesel (1962) on cats and earlier work by Lettvin, Maturana, Pitts, and McCulloch (1961) on frogs, demonstrating neural units associated with specific "features" in the visual stimulus. Although there seems never to have been a completely specified and generally accepted definition of what a feature detector should consist of, there does appear to be some agreement on at least some of the component attributes. One attribute of import in mathematical models that have been developed for letter recognition has been the conception that features are processed or sampled in an all-or-none manner; that is, a feature is either "seen" or completely missed (e.g., see Massaro & Schmuller, 1975) . A second commonly assumed property, closely tied to the first, is the idea of probabilistic or stochastic independence; that is, any particular feature is "seen" or "sampled" independently (sampling independence) of any other (e.g., Geyer & DeWald, 1973) . 1 This property is an important psychological construct and is usually critical from the standpoint of mathematical modeling. It permits the formulation and testing of a hypothetical set of features within the context of a well-defined mathematical model.
Thus, under sampling independence the probability of two features a and b being detected is equal to the probability that Feature a is detected multiplied by the probability that Feature b is detected.
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Tests of the base properties of feature sampling are rare, but evidence has arisen that questions the general validity of feature sampling independence (Townsend & Ashby, Note 1). Townsend and Ashby used as stimuli the four letters A, E, F, and H, which were all constructed from equal-length line segments. Observers responded on every trial with both the feature list and the letter that they thought they perceived. These feature list-letter data were used to test five models of the feature sampiing process, as well as a number of models of the ensuing letter decision process. The letter decision process was described effectively, but none of the feature sampling models, all of which assumed sampling independence, performed well, thus casting doubt on that postulate.
Wandmacher (1976) employed very simple singleline or single-acute-angle stimuli to test various hypotheses about processing, including sampling independence, which held acceptably. However, no analyses were made of a "strong" model, in which it is assumed that the independently sampled features are essentially reported as sampled. Rather, only a model incorporating an ensuing rather sophisticated decision process was investigated. Also, no blank trials were included, an omission that could perturb the sampling or reporting frequencies of the features.
The present study optimizes the conditions for the possible appearance of sampling independence by employing as operationally defined features two equal-length straight lines positioned at right angles to each other. A strong version of the independence assumption is tested, in which it is hypothesized that in the circumstances of these experiments, a feature (straight line) is reported if and only if it is sampled. The two experiments reported below tested for independence with connected lines as well as with a gap between the lines. Perceptual independence is often thought to depend on retinal separation.
Copyright 1980 Psychonomic Society, Inc. Apparatus. A Gerbrands two-field tachistoscope (Model T-2b) was used to present the stimuli. The operational stimulus features were given the names V, X, Y, and Z, as shown in Figure 1 , wkh V = vertical, X = top horizontal, Y =: middle horizontal, and Z = bottom horizontal. G indicates a gap between the two lines in the stimulus. The stimuli were VXG, VYG, VZG, VX, V¥, VZ, V, X, Y, Z, and blank; these were arranged into three sets. Each set was composed of one of the three horizontal lines, the vertical line, the blank, and both the vertical and horizontal lines together, with or without the gap. There were therefore five stimuli in each set. All stimuli were constructed from equallength line segments; both the gap size and line length were .45 cm (25 rain visual angle). The gap stimuli were produced by moving the horizontal line to the right from the vertical line. A prestimulus fixation field was described hy a set of four dots that were a~ranged as the corners of a square with the stimulus in the center. The four dots were on the screen at all times except duri:ag the brief intervals of stimulus presentation. The fixation field on any one side subtended an angle of about 2 deg at the observer's eye. Luminance was maintained at about 8 fL. Respenses were given verbally and were recorded by the experimenter on recording sheets.
Procedure. The different horizontal lines were presented in separate counterbalanced blocks, but the gap and nongap conditions were within blocks. The observers had 5 days practice for a total of 5 h. Before the experiment began, stimulus duration was set for each observer individually so the probability of being correct was around .45. Twenty trials of practice preceded each of 15 experimental sessions. There were three blocks of 80 trials per day, one associated with each horizontal line. Observers were instructed to report only the features they thought they had seen and not to report any gaps. Thus, for example, the correct response to both Stimuli VX and VXG was VX. Trials were counterbalanced to equate frequency of response. Thus in Block 1 over the 15 experimental days, each observer was presented Stimuli VX and VXG 150 times, each. The observers were presented each of the other stimuli in the block 300 times. The blocks were suitably counterbalanced across sessions.
Results and Discussion
The focus of the present study was on the sampling independence assumption. Other aspects of the data will be considered elsewhere. Toward this end, the most pertinent data came from trials on which the stimulus was VX, VY, or VZ. This is because sampling independence assumption states that the feature sampling probabilities are muttiplicative and thus P(VX) = P(X) × P(V), P(VY) = P(V) X P(Y), and P(VZ) = P(Z) × P(V). Under this assumption we can obtain a maximum likelihood estimate of the marginal probability of sampling, say, Feature X when Stimulus VX is presented by Pvx(VXIVX) + Pvx(XIVX), where Pvx(XJVX) is the observed probability of Response X given Stimulus VX in Condition VX. Similarly, Pvx(V) = Pvx(VIVX) + Pvx(VXIVX), and so on. Thus, under independence, the maximum likelihood estimate of the probability of sampling VX when the stimulus is VX is Pv×(VXIVX) = [Pvx(XIVX) ÷ Pvx(VXIVX)] X [Pvx(Vl~,9() + Pvx(VXiVX)]. Botlh this prediction and the observed value for each condition are shown in Table t .
This fact allows the construction of a likelihood ratio test of the null hypothesis of independence. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 1 . It can be seen that about half of lhese tests indicated a dependence in the data and about half supported independence. The surprising thing about these results, however, is that almost all the suggested dependencies come from the gap condition. Only 3 of 12 tests on the nongap data supported dependence, whereas 10 of 12 tests on the gap data did.
The dependence found in the gap conditions is puzzling. To verify that the result was not an artifact of our test statistic, we performed a chi-square goodnessof-fit test between the independence model and the data using the iterative program STEPIT (Chandler, 1965) to estimate the model parameters. The difference between this method and the likelihood ratio test is that the former is not constrained to use maximum likelihood estimates as is the likelihood ratio test. Instead, STEPIT selects those parameter values that yield the smallest value of the chi-square statistic. The results were virtually identical: independence in the nongap condition and dependence in the gap condition. The closeness of the two analyses also reaffirms the optimality of the maximum likelihood estimates.
Let us consider in more detail the stimuli used in, say, Block 1 of the experiment. Assume that the observers really do process the stimulus features in an independent fashion. Now consider what might happen on trials when the stimulus is VX. With some probability, the observer will not see Feature V and will see Feature X and hence will respond "X." Suppose, on the other hand, the stimulus is VXG and again the observer does not see Feature V but does see Feature X. If he also sees that Feature X is displaced to the right to a certain extent, the observer may realize that Feature V must also have been presented, since VXG is the only stimulus configuration in which X is displaced to the right. Thus, in these circumstances, the observer may respond "VX" even though he never saw the Feature V. This strategy would destroy independence, since there will tend to be more VX responses and fewer X responses than independence predicts. This is precisely what was found in the data. In all 12 of the gap conditions, it was found that P(VilViG) > [P(VilViG) + P(VIViG)] X [P(VilViG) + P(ilViG)] (where i = X, Y, or Z), whereas independence predicts an equality. To test this hypothesis and gain further evidence on the independence question, a new set of stimulus conditions was designed and employed in Experiment 2. First, the gap and nongap conditions were run in separate blocks, and second, both the horizontal and the vertical lines were displaced to create the gap stimulus (in Experiment 1, only the horizontal line was perturbed). Because the three horizontal lines yield similar results, only the top line (X) was used in Experiment 2. There were several ancillary conditions, involving subsets of the various stimuli, run together (but in separate blocks) with the major conditions of Experiment 2. These are irrelevant to the questions asked here and will be omitted from the Method and Discussion sections. Apparatus and Stimuli. The apparatus used was the same as in Experiment 1. The stimulus features were the V and X line segments of Experiment 1. Two stimulus sets were constructed, with one being composed of (1)vertical lines, (2)horizontal Lines, (3) both together without gap, and (4) blank. The second set was identical to the first except for the existence of a gap in the combined stimuli. The two stimulus sets were presented in separate counterbalanced blocks. The gap size was, as in Experiment 1, approximately 25 min visual angle. When the Stimulus Feature V was presented in the gap condition, it was displaced approximately 12.5 rain to the left of its position in the nongap blocks. Similarly, Stimulus Feature X was displaced an equal distance to the right in all gap blocks. Preexperimental practice and calibration was the same as in Experiment 1. Each block was run once a day for 15 days. Within each block, each stimulus was presented 10 times. There were thus 150 trials per data point per observer.
The same analyses performed in Experiment 1 were carried out on Experiment 2 data. The results of the likelihood ratio test are given in Table 2 , along with the observed and predicted conditional probabilities of responding "VX" when the stimulus was VX or VXG. Again, the likelihood ratio test statistic (-2 log L, where L is the likelihood ratio) has an asymptotic chi-square distribution with 1 degree of freedom. None of the values are significant at the .10 level. Thus the assumption of independence cannot be rejected in any of the conditions. A minimum chi-square test yielded identical results. It appears that our hypothesis about the cause of the dependence in the gap conditions of Experiment 1 was correct.
These results appear at first to contradict the aforementioned results where support for sampling dependence was found in a letter recognition task (Townsend & Ashby, Note 1). One hypothesis that resolves the apparent conflict is that dependence is caused by the increased prominence of decisional influences when more complex and familiar letter-like stimuli are used. For instance, in letter recognition tasks, some combinations of features may appear "impossible" to the observer in the sense that they are contained in no single stimulus, and thus they may be less likely to end up in the observer's internal list of sampled features than strict independence predicts. This "filtering out" of impossible feature combinations could occur almost anywhere in the system. For instance, the system might allocate more capacity to combinations of peripheral complex feature detectors (set to detect a combination of simple features) that are consonant with the known set of stimuli. On the other hand, the filtering might come much later and involve more traditional decisional influences. The latter hypothesis seems more plausible, but no evidence currently exists to test between them.
In the present study, no such impossible feature sets exist, yet dependence was still found in the gap conditions of Experiment 1. Again, a decision influence was supported by the analysis. However, a hypothesis that more spatial interactions occur in more complex stimuli that cause dependencies cannot be presently ruled out. Further, Wandmacher's (1976) results are compatible with the idea of independent sampling followed by a decisional stage.
We tentatively conclude that the assumption of sampling independence may provide a reasonable first approximation under sufficiently circumscribed experimental conditions. We do not make the impossible claim to have proven the null hypothesis that no dependence exists.
Future studies are planned to investigate the experimental parameters affecting dependence. One study will employ synthetic characters that are raore complex but centain a~ll possible feature combinations. Thus, no sampled set of features would be impossible, providing evidence fi~r the above hypothesized decisional influence.
